Cure Cancer with a Hair Dryer?
How-to fight off and repair from cancer & other
diseases like MS, using a hyperbaric hair blow drier?
What need is there for increased Medicare if we
easily solve cancer & expensive diseases?
What would make you the wealthiest person on Earth? Money or having
great health? What if you could use a 20 dollar hair dryer to increase your
Immune System health to such a boxing ring level it would fight off
1. most major disease organisms, 2. stop cancer dead in its tracks and 3.
keep it there, and 4. repair the nerve disorder wreckage of some heart
diseases and multiple sclerosis and stave off Alzheimer's Disease?
I am going to tell you the greatest secret of this 21st century => how to
stop cancer and, should you have cancer, to hold it slowed down in "stasis"
growing at a much-reduced snail speed. Acid-leaning bodies are cellularlevel mitochondria corrupted, sugar energy-dependent, crippled cells that
forgot how to process bodyfat for energy, turn cancerous and harbor
illnesses and diseases. This document tells the basics to know & practice
self-hyperbarics: increased air pressure for germ-burning health.
Necessary facts will get you a long ways:
1. No one wants you to know how to cure cancer with a hair dryer because
2007 link => there's no money in it. The world revolves around money so
not only does my innovative new use of a common hairdryer not make much
bucks it also sucks the dolares out of cancer centers and cancer treatment
budgets => hospital administrators and doctors losing their Mercedes.
2. Planet Earth is a symbiotic engine. Oxygen given off by plants, including
much from plankton sea kelp, is supposed to be in balance with carbon
dioxide breathed out by the animals and man. This balance is needed for
overall systemic health and lung health. Recently scientists hove noted sea
plants expelling CO2 instead of O2, lowering available oxygen significantly
even more. The human body is supposed to be an alkaline-leaning (O2)
disease-fighting juggernaut and yet we see sickness filling the Earth, a
direct result of being off balance. What caused this balance to sour?
3. The O2-CO2 imbalances began in 1950 to now be a health-depleting crisis
by increased burning of fossil fuels (crude oil, coal mostly). Our combustion
engines (vehicles) plus oil-fired and coal-fired power plants also contributed.
Most people think cancer has increased primarily from these pollutants but
no, the lowered oxygen has been a big part => too low oxygen = low health.
4. So our own engines have caused the planet to become a paradise =>
for plantlife. They get all the carbon dioxide they can stand. That is why
after 35+ years of accelerated rainforest destruction being plowed under
and replaced by farming operations in Africa and South American countries,
we of the North American US/Canada & other developed countries still have
enough atmospheric oxygen concentration (psi as lb./inch squared).

5. The "grab" in all this is that just breathing "enough oxygen" falls short.
Sure, we can live, but health and prosperity are removed from us. For those
living in the inner cities where vehicle concentration is multiplied many
times over -not some EPA average- longevity has been declining for decades
in New York City from deadly "miasma". Might as well be airborne Behcet's.
6. That is not all. Laboratory-made (lifeless chemicals) prescription drugs
and OTC (over-the-counter) that we combine willy nilly together, believing
they are harmless but that drain us of oxygen in an indirect way: the
human immune system recognizes them as not being from living matter and
therefore "invaders" and attacks the drugs 24/7. This constant fighting
inside our body is an O2-burning & O2-depleting acidity-raising cancer
enabler filling your blood with cell wastes like leachate dripping out of a
landfill into the ground water table for drinking. How many do you take?
7. However, many peoples and national groups can own a cheap handheld
hair dryer! They can solve the low lung oxygen psi condition that is causing
increased sickness and death from such as cancer, MS, Avian Flu and many
serious maladies of our time, to now be brought under their control.
Heart disease? Yes. Obesity? Yes, although obesity is a complex issue calling
for other measures in addition to increased oxygen-fired fat metabolism.
8. Hospitals, their doctors and the American Medical Association all know
the health benefits -and the vastly speeded up healing- of the human
body from placing patients in pressurized hyperbaric chambers filled with
pure O2. They know oxygen destroys anaerobic disease organisms (those
organisms that hate oxygen i.e. cannot live in too much oxygen). But they
also know that any person breathing pure oxygen will begin to be
poisoned by it, so that's one other reason you do not know to use your hair
blowdryer to fight diseases. How is that? I mean how doctors have kept so
busy figuring out what you cannot have instead of figuring ways you could.
9. Hundreds even thousands of years ago before modern medicine, mankind
enjoyed a higher level of health from an O2-rich human-favoring
atmosphere. So they also enjoyed "Golden Ages" when they figured out
intricate disciplines of mathematics and invented all our simple machines,
the inclined plane, the lever and the screw, without which you and I would
still be carrying water buckets. Plus they laid down some serious equations
making trinomial-solving computers possible (from a higher % of oxygen).
10. You have probably noticed an increasing number of nutrition products,
drinks and powders claiming to raise people's oxygen level. They all come
nicely packaged with a full television commercial entourage having the fake
doctors (well paid Hollywood actors that sound really smart). So when you
buy those products, which I do some of the better ones myself, the price is
possibly 1000% what it costs to produce.
11. Later on we sometimes find out they came packaged in soft plastics that
cause cancer. However, something you should also know is that during my
extensive trials of these products I have discovered that some of them
deliberately lower their ingredient ratio so we crave more cans and bottles
of their health powders and pills. Again the money.

12. So why doesn't everybody buy a hospital-grade hyperbaric oxygen
chamber? They cost many thousands of dollars; plus that obtaining pure
oxygen is very difficult because it is a volatile flammable gas and quite
explosive to risk falling into the wrong hands. That is why only hospitals and
health treatment centers have them. Tanks of oxygen are highly regulated.
Here is the California el Nino hair blow dryer way:
13. Take a common portable handheld hairdryer, turn off the Heat to Blow
Only and place an enclosure around yourself or just your head, and its
higher-than-normal air pressure will press more oxygen molecules
onto your red blood cells as they pass through lung alveoli. I suggest using
the Low setting. The chosen enclosure should not be completely airtight and
air should escape, carrying expelled carbon dioxide with it.
Such self-treatment methods I call Self-Hyperbarics and Home
Chemo. The increased yet slight extra workload of some other methods
below also build muscle tone and stamina of the rib muscles but anyone in
poor health must use them SPARINGLY AT FIRST.
14. These other ways cost even less than hair-dryers: you can a. exhale
into a balloon, causing a back pressure into the lungs that also increases
lung pressure psi. Or you can b. swim underwater; the water above you
pressing down presses the held oxygen into the alveoli, same effect. So you
don't have a balloon and your pool membership expired?, no problem!
The best self-hyperbaric treatments in the world can be done two other
ways => c. Before ascending stairs take a small to medium extra deep
breath and hold it, see how many steps you step up before needing a fresh
breath. Doing this just a few times per week will raise the body stamina and
health of even the Aged Baby Boomer. d. So you are maybe very ill, or have
a parent who is ill, what then? I have saved the best for last => Have the
patient take a decent breath then e. purse their lips together and blow
out, using the lips to hold the air back from being so easily expelled or
slightly restrict exhaling with one hand.
Now you are an Expert on Self-Hyperbarics for Power and Health that
has helped me on some of my darkest days to recover from oxygen-robbing
illnesses and angina from wrong drugs. For you see, even though I lack a
doctor's diagnosis, from all my accidents and injuries and nuketest-altered
thyroid gland from conception I have reasons to believe I suffer from many
undiagnosed medical issues including myasthenia gravis, multiple sclerosis,
and have already fought off and held back both two cancers and twice a
Lyme's Disease bacteria spirocheate infestation.
These methods work and they are all very much free from me to you, and
from me from the God who has inspired me to be able while ill to figure
answers to so many world health and Energy Famine-stopping answers =>
More? => this link and this one will put you on your way.
Godspeed friend.

Now for a few extra thoughts:
Hmm. Well, you got me. It's true! I am not a certified doctor. So will you
take the leap of faith and try anyway? Who today can we trust? Anyone?
How about doorknockers like me? Well then, do you want to trust the very
people who have worked so hard since the invention of the hyperbaric
chamber (60 years) to make it impossible for you to ever own one? Conflict
of interest? You bet'cha! $$$$ Go ahead and ask your doctor because
technically you should anyway, but their answer has to be No because my
methods have not been approved by them nor their big-organization
American Medical Association that is keeping Americans dying from
runaway and untreated obesity carrying Union Health insurance bats and
baseball cards, and none of my cancer cure and health ideas are allowed to
be printed in their moldy yesterdays-knowledge medical manuals.
They can't do it! They would lose your money + community prestige.
Their manuals say I cannot live without taking a thyroid supplement also
yet I quit taking them 2 years ago. Their manuals say I cannot be alive
today because I quit taking their Lithium Carbonate in September 2002. I
was rejecting both as they were negative-O2 sicking me toward the grave.
Their manuals say I cannot -and you can't either- defeat cancer with
nutrition products, yet I and others have. It took 4 weeks that felt like 7.
Their manuals say a patient cannot survive a nervous system assault by
Lyme's Disease spirocheate coiled flagella-tailed bacteria but I have twice,
the last time in late-2006~early-2007 crippled me til barely able to move
my jaws to talk. So maybe you might want to re-consider discounting ol'
Woodrow Marshall Riley Jr, JW from a long line of American inventors
and doctors and give your God-designed and God-given stem cell building
body a chance to strut and show its stuff like I did. You'll find out that:
You have been sold a Bill of Goods, my name-unknown friends, just like
I was. You were told from childhood how weak you were be-floored to
illnesses so you became nutrient weak, how sick you would be without
their medical expertise babying you, so all their dr. mommie antibiotics
found you (til they stopped killing muscle-devouring superbugs eh?). We
accepted their satchels of expensive Magic Beans while we all to a man and
woman are dying even faster from vile diseases like Behcet's Syndrome,
infant death while asleep (SIDS) and even melanoma skin diseases from
their college buddies across the hall, the 1960's-era chemists busily
destroying Earth's ozone layer while they pulled federal paychecks doing it!
So now you know their false Magic Bean dependence-on-them causes
nutrient-poor infants born dead to low-oxygen Moms. Imagine what
your life would have been like had you known these secrets of the Ancients?
What else are they keeping from you? Zero Emissions Energy Solutions?
Stop accepting carte blanche magic health bean instruction manuals written
50+ years ago. Quit accepting the surface answers (crude oil too). Take
your oxygen-improved body for a spin, thank God and live well past 100
years of age a rich man or woman.
Knock-Knock: Revisit the Bible and live longer than that.

For the more technically-minded:
So there's basically two ways to stop cancer (besides surgery) => the doctor
-researcher way and the DNA-knows-howto-already way ~if~ the body
is supplied the #1 intense nutrition to power up the body's DNA to overproduce fresh replacement stem cells faster than the patient is dying while
#2 at the same time delivering a vitamin acid & antioxidant nutrient bath
via the body's delivery system its blood, drowning the hungry~thirsty
cancer cells that are sopping it up from the bloodstream like there's no
tomorrow => killing themselves with an "internal acid burn death"
(august 31 2007 => www.prleap.com/pr/91843).
I have proven the 2nd way works with a hair dryer because oxygen is a
necessary nutrient of Life that pours gasoline into the immune system
carburetor; will they ever prove theirs? No; they won't find their magic
bullet and I can tell you why => I just told you: the "magic bullet" is You
today just like when you were a fetus and then an infant growing at a
fantastic rate of speed: Life Healthy Restoring Speed.
Each of us is born genetically different from every other person, which I
know you already know, but scientists have admitted that as each person
encounters a different set of disease organisms i.e. bacteria and viruses
they many times result in changes inside our cells. So the older we get the
more different we become... so the cancers we develop are our own
breed of cancer cells born from our altered-by-disease + over time and
unforeseen occurrence giving us our own individualized cancer cells than
anyone else that only your immune system can punch out.
Your own individual cancer cells <> your own solution.
Cancer researchers will occasionally succeed for cancers that are caused
from environmental poisoning not premature lifestyles-caused old age
nutrient-poor apoptosis piling in, also to be a speeded up result of thyroid
dysfunction like so many today have as I had, declared incorrectly and
maliciously by doctors to be "rare" when it most certainly is not.
So the cancer researchers aren't going to be complete losers. They have
their place and we should all respect them for that. But as for pouring
trillions of taxpayer dollars down their pants so they can stand on a
pedestal? No, that's too much bowing.
One day we may farm the air for food, depleting the bacteria and viruses to
our great benefit ending world hunger 100%. Perhaps when we stop feeding
them with dead bodies and spilled blood from wars (Micah 4:2 and 4:3).
And the population overflow will be moving out into the cosmos using one of
my anti-Gravity engines, or even a combination of all three. There is, after
all, a lot of universe out there waiting for Men of Peace who find something
to do besides build more weapons and trashing the earth of its natural
mantel-supporting resources oil/coal/gas that could so easily be left in the
ground they belong as my circular engines have made them obsolete:
AskInventor <> especially this page => askinventor.com/pdflistfor2008.htm

The preceding five pages were written on October 20, 2008. Today is Dec.
12 2008 and this morning I realized I perhaps had not quite completely
convinced you as to just how self-hyperbarics has to work | cannot help
but work, a case I came close to finalizing but not quite yet. So here goes:
the mouth and tongue and mouth linings have fluid-absorbing pores. Air
is a fluid too so mouth absorption of air and liquid nutrition both has to work
just as it works for a tree and plants (see the picture last link above)! Liquid
nutrition that comes in, if swished around in the mouth before swallowing
will in fact be absorbed much more quickly into the bloodstream (and next
to the brain). Oxygen-containing air passes into the flesh much easier than
liquid. The reason this has to happen is the molecule size of nutrients being
smaller than the pore diameter. Good health is a math problem with a math
solution => small nutrients + large pores equals +absorption of oxygen+.
But what others were unable to see had to come from me because of my
working up the air-powered (wind-powered) engines... so the insight into
self-hyperbarics was a direct result of engine work no one in the health
fields had occasion to deal with as I had.

Lightbulb moment
Air & O2 molecules are a smaller fluid than nutrition molecules.
So that when a bedridden sick person purses their lips together creating a
slight back pressure inside their mouth what happens is they are pressing
more O2 into their bloodstream. You see, this is not strictly an increasing
of lung pressure like say holding a breath and walking up stairs is; it is
primarily in my view an increasing of air-in-the-mouth pressure. It is likely
closest a person can get to giving theirself a hypodermic injection of health.
So Alzheimer's and other maladies of the mind benefit from the extra
oxygen coming in via mouth and tongue absorption... which was what
brought me out of bipolar, getting more oxygen, except that at that time I
was mostly getting it from nutrition alone (such as Ginkgo Biloba that
causes brain capillaries to dilate & expand, allowing more oxygen molecules
to reach the deeper and older [stubborn] areas of the brain).
Some people mistakenly think that self-hyperbarics might cause too much
nitrogen in the breathed air to enter their body. Well maybe, if you way
much overdid the mouth absorption method. Sick people in a hospital bed
are very unlikely to do it more than enough to aid their health and increase
heart and muscle strength. I suffered from heart failure (meds~oxygen
displacement from 1991-2002). I did it and prospered; you can too.
But as for the walking up stairs and swimming methods where the extra
absorption comes from increasing the air pressure in the lungs that is not
the same because if it was true, we would see dead Olympic swimmers and
contestants carried off on stretchers every Olympics! Lightbulb moment
Number 2 then is that the blood going through the lung alveoli are only
engineered to pick up oxygen by dissolving it onto the blood platelets. THAT
is why swimming does not kill the swimmers and will not kill us, a
miracle of Creation science to pick up O2 molecules not the nitrogen ones:
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